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Proven Architectures, implemented lots at Hi-Media
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PostgreSQL is the heart of the technical platform
- Business needs compliance
- Capacity to adapt to changes
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Needs evolve, solutions must adapt

- Start simple
- Some first classic steps
- High Availability of Data
- High Availability of Services
- Read Only Load Balancing
- Read Write Load Balancing
Let’s start with the example of a quite simple project released as a web application seeing its needs evolve with its success.
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Using more than a single server and a connection pool

Diagram:

- Front 1: Apache {pgbouncer}
- Front 2: Apache {pgbouncer}
- Front 3: Apache {pgbouncer}
- Database: pgbouncer PostgreSQL
pgbouncer is able to reuse client and server side connections.
pgbouncer is able to reuse client and server side connections.
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Backup Strategy is the single most important step towards data availability
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  - 7 days of nightly backups
  - 7 weeks of weekly backups
  - 12 months of monthly backups
  - 30 years of yearly backups?
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- Client *API* for python
- and PHP
  - some work is happening for Java
  - Cooperative Worker (Skytools 3)
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  - Standby connects with *libpq*
  - *recovery.conf*
  - Continue Archiving
  - Switchable per transaction
  - Good performance level
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Implementing Hot Standby

Diagram showing the implementation of Hot Standby with Front 1 and Front 2 Apache (pgbouncer) services connected to Backoffice PostgreSQL and Production PostgreSQL. WAL Streaming is shown between the Hot Standby PostgreSQL and walmgr.
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Meet with us on the booth, join us in the *Hallway Track*!